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 Aug ist, 19 2 0.] MAN. [Nos. 60-61.

 TABLE 4.

 Indices. Min. Max. M. V.

 Length-Breadth(Head) - 72-54 81P14 76 -42+0 -30 2-430-21 3-17+0-28

 Length-Height (Head) - 59 22 80-57 68-11+0-62 4- 700 -44 6 -900 -62

 Breadth-Height (Head) - 77 - 55 100-00 88-80?0-48 5 -51?0-48 6-19?0-54

 Trans. Fronto-Parietal - 71 - 43 85 * 71 77 370 50 3 - 57?0 35 4 61?0 *44

 Upper Facial - - - 37-14 56-45 48 41?0*66 4 - 59?0*46 9-48?0-88

 Parieto-Zygomatic - - 82 -89 97 22 90 06+0 43 3 45?0-31 38 3I0 34

 Fronto-Zygomatic - - 70 77 94- 49 80 02?0 67 5 * 43?0 47 6 - 78E0 62

 Height-Breadth (Nose) - 64-81 117-50 96 58J1-42 11 -41J1-01 11-34+1-00

 Breadth-Depth (Nose) - 32 69 62 50 44 97?0 82 6 63j0 58 13-26?1 17

 Length-Width (Ear) - 5 52 83 80 00 62 - 45?0.72 5S80+0 51 9 2840 82

 Archaeology. Vulliamy.
 An Uncharted Village in Cornwall. By C. E. Vulliamy, F.R.G.S.

 Walking down the westward slope of Mulfra Hill near Penzance, the UI

 writer discovered by accident the site of an ancient village. It is not shown on the

 six-inch Survey, and since there is no record of it in any standard topographical
 work and no trace of it on any map, there appears reason to believe that the site

 has escaped the notice of antiquarian-s. In any case, the writer thinks that details
 may be of interest.

 Mulfra Hill is roughly three-and-a-half miles from Penzance in a north-westerly
 direction. A ruined cromlech stands near the top of the hill. On the southern

 slope, close to the hamlet of Mulfra, are the traces-very faint ones-of a hut-

 cluster; anid the map-makers have written " Hut Circles" over a series of four
 little pits north-west of the summit. These pits are suggestive rather of old mine-
 workings. Why the site we are discussing should have been ignored by the

 surveyors is hard to explain. To the least observant, the upright door-posts, the

 perfectly symmetrical circles, and the profusion of artificially-placed blocks of
 granite would have made clear the natule of the remains. It is unthinkable that

 the place should have been covered so thickly with furze bushes that the remains

 were concealed by them, while the walls of the enclosed moorland make actual

 contact with the huts.

 The village is contained for the most part within the boundaries of a strip of
 walled-in moor on the edge of cultivation, bearinig almost due west from the hill-top.
 The ground slopes gently from east to west; it is rough and broken, strewn with
 large boulders and dotted with furze bushes. An old wall connects three of the
 round huts, probably taking advantage of the latter to link it up and save labour.*

 * The possibility of this being an ancient wall, standing in some original relation to the huts,
 must not be ruled out.-C. E. V.
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 No. 61.] MAN. [August, 1920.

 On the cultivated land to the south there are three tumuli; one of them circular,
 not unlike the bases of the chambered barrows which are found in this district.

 On entering the enclosure, the two large upright stones at its south-western-
 end attract notice. As the eye passes over the ground, similar stones are observed,

 and on approaching them the hut-circles are immediately discovered. The plan

 renders unnecessary aii explarnation of their position. B, C and D oil the line of
 the wall are excellent specimens. D is constructed of massive granite slabs, chosen
 and placed with great care-a long slab, which may have been the lintel, lies

 between the two posts at the entrance. C is formed of earth and stones. B is thie
 most remarkable in some ways-built of small stones with much earth; the most
 perfect and exact circle of all. At E we have what may be the remains of a
 kistvaen; the enclosure is too small for a living chamber, and is bounded on one
 side by a large slab set on its edge. The large uprights at A 2 probably mark the
 entrance to a court or enclosure; they stand about five feet above the ground. A has
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 fine upright stones at the entrance, and a base of heavy blocks. Continuous lines
 of stones at B 2 and C 2 may be boundary walls.

 Readers should be reminded that there are several good examples of ancient
 villages in this district. Those at Bosullow and Chysauster are best known, though

 Chysauster, incomparably the best preserved, may be of a later period. Generally
 speaking, the Cornish hut-circles are supposed to belong to the late Iron Age.

 A more tempting field for exploration and excavation cannot be imagined. The
 spade should reveal "finds" here without any great labour, for the soil within the
 circles is soft and peaty.

 The farmstead of Bodrifty stands about 400 yards to the south-east, and the
 writer gives this name to the site for purposes of identification.

 C. E. VULLIAMY.
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